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 Contents & Editors’ Letter        1 

  What’s on–Timeline       3
A quick overview of Hungarian Tolkien Society events from June to November, completed with some news from other 
parts of the world and information about programmes expected for 2020.

 What’s on–Stories        4
Here you can read more about the events listed in the previous section. Our summer camp is presented from the view-
point of Dóri Lakatos, a seasoned ex (and to be) organiser and Tibor Skobrák, a newcomer. Zsuzsanna Kaszab, the 
guide of the RangerCommando describes one of the most picturesque hikes of this September. Regarding the Creative 
Autumn Meeting, first Julcsi Csikós tells about what it is like to participate with two little children, then Anna Kőszeghy 
shows the preparations of a beginner art workshop leader.

 Interview   
The Battle of Six Armies      10
In the last two decades 700-900 people gathered every year in the woods near Doksy to participate in the Battle of Five 
Armies which is one of the oldest, and definitely the largest of the many live action role-playing game (LARP) events 
organised frequently in the Czech Republic. We asked Ondřej Janovský about this and other LARP and Tolkienite 
events in his country.

 Tolkien Studies
‘Something Has Gone Crack’: Trauma and Loss in the Works of Tolkien 13
In this article Anna Alexandrov investigates from a psychological viewpoint how his traumatic experiences and the loss 
of his close friends affected the writings of J. R. R. Tolkien: how his method of processing his experiences is similar to, 
or different from, that of his contemporaries.

 Riddles       19
The usual trivia quiz (with a chance to win participation fee coupon for Hungarian Tolkien Society events) is followed 
by a task of finding pairs: characters from the books are to be linked to their epithets.

 Reviews       20
Tamás Bartók-Nagy tells about the two Hungarian editions of The Father Christmas Letters; our Quenya expert, Róbert 
Rácsai recommends the Elvish Lexicon webpage Eldamo.org; Áron Árpád Sós introduces the reader to the War of the 
Ring board game; Márta Pintér shares her impressions about reading The Lord of the Rings in German translation; and 
Anna Mikesy describes the Czech Tolkien music page Songsofmiddleearth.net.

 Literature       25
The column starts with a short story written for the international Quendi category of the Tolkien Mailing Competition 
(TLV) in 2014: the English original can be read online in the TLV Blog. The following pages are devoted to poems 
and songs written for our summer camp Mereth Aderthad: telling mostly about the pain of the Elves for all they have 
lost—but there is also a more positive slam about the camp feeling.

 Beginners’ Guide to MTT
Fun Facts about the Summer Camps     28 
The Hungarian Tolkien Society organises at least one summer camp every year since 2003. In this article Kincső Kiss 
presents a few surprising statistics about the camps, and also lists the real world and Middle-earth dates and places for 
each.
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https://eldamo.org
http://songsofmiddleearth.net
https://tolkien.hu/kozosseg/blogok/tlv-blog/entry/mirwa-fireworks-quendi-1st-round

